
       ShoreTel & Kevin Akers

ShoreTel provides Unified Communications solutions based on its IP business 

phone system.  ShoreTel asked Kevin Akers design + imagery to review their 

overall branding image,  printed materials and corporate identity,  then make 

recommendations for upgrading the look and feel 

of the company’s various design components.  

Here is a look at how Kevin helped to 

unify the communications of a Unified

Communications company. 



The first order of business was to tackle ShoreTel’s print materials.

A survey of the materials revealed a lack of theme or memorable concept,

type readability issues and a never-ending series of loose data sheets, all

too similar to one another with too much copy and not enough visuals.  

A well thought-out system had to be designed that helped with product 

differentiation, typographic hierarchy and brand messaging.  It had to be easy to

use, for ShoreTel’s marketing efforts as well as those of its channel partners, 

and present a confident, unique and consistent voice in the crowded, 

hyperkinetic technology marketplace.



ShoreTel’s print materials needed better readablility, more imagery and a focus.



Focus groups concluded that it was ShoreTel’s unique architecture that made

it superior to it’s competitors. This architecture was created from the ground

up and not patched together from a series of unrelated products. 

Architecture could be the unifiying theme and bring much needed imagery

to an ethereal tech-sector product that is difficult to visualize. It also dovetailed

with the enterprise business audience that ShoreTel was eager to engage.  A 

main “Evergreen” brochure was designed with a back pocket to fit a stream-

lined suite of color-coded data sheets.  By having the overall company story

accompany the product data sheets order was brought to the chaos of loose

information and a unified message was easier to control.



ShoreTel’s stack of switches creatively morph into conceptual architecture.



ShoreTel’s corporate brochure interior carried on the theme of architecture.



Data sheets were categorized into groups, color-coded and elegantly typeset



A new network diagram was designed with a library of ShoreTel components.



ShoreTel’s identity was standardized with consistent logo, type and color usage.



An assortment of print collateral helps to reinforce the new brand standards.



ShoreTel’s advertising: recruiting & image ads as well as foreign language versions.



ShoreTel needed a whole family of displays for marketing around the world.



A variety of learning and training tools offered through “Shoretel University.”



A suite of tiny pictorial icons was specially designed for ShoreTel’s UC System.
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A news release delivered in a talking tube presents a chance for a little humor.



If you have some communications you need to unify or a design project 

you’d like to launch, please contact: 

KEVIN AKERS design + imagery

at 925.735.1015 

or kevin@kevinakers.com

To learn more about Kevin’s work,  

visit www.kevinakers.com and http://issuu.com/akers




